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Introduction
This resource has been a collaborative production and 
checked by a senior member of the A Level Sociology 
examining team to offer teachers an insight into how the 
assessment objectives are applied. 

Please note that this resource is provided for advice and 
guidance only and does not in any way constitute an 
indication of grade boundaries or endorsed answers.

The sample assessment material for these answers and 
commentary can be found on the A Level Sociology web 
page and accessed via the following link: http://www.ocr.
org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-sociology-h180-h580-
from-2015/

http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-sociology-h180-h580-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-sociology-h180-h580-from-2015/
http://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-a-level-gce-sociology-h180-h580-from-2015/
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Section A

Question 1 Summarise the data shown in Source A. [4]

Low band – Sample answer
Source A describes the percentage of people in a range of ethnic groups that receive less than £7 an hour for 
employment.  The rank order of lowest percentage to highest is Indian, Black Caribbean, White British, Black-African, 
White-other, Pakistani and Bangladeshi who have just under 50% (half ) earning less than £7 an hour.

AO2 – 1 out of 4 marks

Commentary
Comparisons between ethnic groups are not made in this 
answer. The first sentence just describes what the source is 
showing. Re-stating the ranked order of ethnic groups with 
the highest % earning less than £7 an hour to the lowest is not 
showing any application (AO2) skill as the bar chart has already 
presented the data in rank order. 

How the answer could be 
improved
The answer should focus on describing the inequality shown, 
perhaps by focusing on the difference between the highest and 
lowest values in the data.  The answer needs to show some AO2 
ability by using the vertical axis to read the specific % of ethnic 
groups earning less than £7 an hour, then working out a simple 
subtraction and stating the result in the answer.

High band – Sample answer
Source A shows that ethnic inequality exists when measuring low pay: some ethnic groups are more likely than others 
to earn less than £7 an hour.  For example, in 2011, around 47% of Bangladeshi employees earn less than £7 an hour (the 
highest % in the source) compared to around 22% of Indian employees, (the lowest % in the source) this is a significant 
25% difference. 

AO2 – 3 out of 4 marks 

Commentary
Explicit comparison is made between ethnic groups in the bar 
chart.

How the answer could be 
improved
The answer could have mentioned how Pakistani data was 
similar to Bangladeshi.  These two groups stand out as two 
groups in a similar situation on the low pay issue.
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Question 2 With reference to source B, explain two reasons why some sociologists use  
mixed methods when conducting sociological research.   [6]

Low band – Sample answer
Mixed methods may be used by sociologists to check on the truth of what the sample is saying.  For example, if a 
sociologist carries out an interview, they might then carry out an observation method to check that the things said in the 
interviews were actually true or not.  The source does this to check on the sample in the Selby area: eg: the sample said 
they believed in traditional family values, but did they actually live like that?  Another example is when Ofsted inspect a 
school, they will interview teachers about how they teach but then check this out with lesson observations.

AO1 – 1 out of 2 marks   AO2 – 2 out of 4 marks

Total = 3 out of 6 marks

Commentary
Only one explicit reason is stated so 1 mark is awarded for AO1.  
There is limited use of the source.  The Ofsted example might 
show knowledge but is not relevant to the question.

How the answer could be 
improved
The answer needed to refer more to the source to earn further 
marks on the second point about increasing sample size.  For 
example it could refer to the detail in the source about the size of 
the sample used by MacDonald and Marsh as their sample size is 
unusually large for an ethnographic study.

High band – Sample answer
Mixed methods refers to a researcher using a range of methods for the same study.  For example, the study in the source 
made use of interviews, participant observation and semi-structured interviews.  

One reason why sociologists use mixed methods is to verify findings.  One method can be a validity “check” on another.  
For example, the data collected by MacDonald and Marsh in the interviews can be verified with the data collected in the 
participant observation.  Is what the youth workers said in the interviews “backed up” by what was actually observed in 
the participant observation?

A second reason why sociologists use mixed methods is to increase the opportunity to uncover unexpected data.  
Carrying out three methods rather than one allows opportunity for a sample to share answers/observations that the 
researcher did not expect to see. For example, asking the views of both the young unemployed and the service providers 
may provide deeper and unexpected data. This is an Interpretivist validity strength: the researcher should avoid relying 
on just one method that might be overly based on what the researcher expected to find.

AO1 – 2 out of 2 marks AO2 – 3 out of 4 marks

Total = 5 out of 6 marks   

Commentary
Excellent first reason showing clear understanding and specific 
reference to the source.  The second point is a reasonable point; 
it makes explicit reference to the source but could have been 
developed further.

How the answer could be 
improved
Refer to how each point can be illustrated by the study in source 
B for full marks.
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Question 3 With reference to Source A explain one strength and one weakness of using official statistics to 
study inequalities between ethnic groups.  [10]

Low band – Sample answer
Official statistics come from the Government.  They are numerical and quantitative data that sociologists use as a 
secondary source.

One advantage of this is that they are from very large sample sizes.  This is very useful for the topic in the source (ethnicity 
and pay) as there are so many different ethnic groups in a multi-cultural UK that have to be covered that large sample 
sizes are needed.  The bar chart refers to 7 different ethnic groups so that we can make useful comparisons between 
groups and see that some ethnic groups experience low pay work more than others.

However, sometimes, official statistics lack full detail.  For example, the source only lists 7 ethnic groups.  Information is 
therefore incomplete or missing from any analyse of official statistics.

AO2 – 3 out of 4 marks    AO3 – 3 out of 6 marks

Total = 6 out of 10 marks 

Commentary
Two explicit points identified with some attempt to link the 
points to the specific topic in the source: ethnic inequality and 
low pay.  Both points stated are linked to topic but the link is 
clearer in the first point compared to the second. The two points 
made are underdeveloped.

How the answer could be 
improved
The second point is not as well developed as the first.  The 
answer could have added a reference to which ethnic group is 
missing from source A, then state why this group is a significant 
one to analyse for this topic.  For example British Chinese is 
missing. Other sources show their average wages are higher than 
British Indian?  The two points made could be further developed 
using concepts (such as validity, representativeness) or theory, 
such as positivism.
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Commentary
This answer shows an excellent and clear ability to apply the 
source material to both points.  Excellent evaluation points, 
accurate and well developed with clear reference to the source.

High band – Sample answer
Official statistics refers to Government measures of the population, in quantitative form.

One strength of official statistics is that they are usually very representative.  For example, in source A, the data 
concerning low pay covers the entire UK.  Sociologists could never afford to do research with an entire national sample 
and so, rely on the Government being able to find data that we can make generalised conclusions from.  Positivist 
researchers would praise this as official statistics allow a researcher to make large-scale, universal law style conclusions.  
For example, source A allows us to make an overall conclusion on the national picture of ethnic inequality in wages as it 
includes a wide range of different ethnic groups.

One weakness of official statistics is that they may lack validity.  This is because official statistics are defined, collected 
and presented by the Government who may have a bias in how they measure something.  For example, source A refers 
to “low pay” as being paid less than £7 an hour but this level of £7 is subjective, based on a judgement call.  Perhaps 
the Government defined low pay at this level (rather than at £6 an hour) in order to minimise the scale of employees 
perceived to be working in “low pay”.  In addition, source A has invalidity as not all ethnic groups are listed eg: British 
Chinese data?  When sociologists use official statistics, they have no control over how terms are defined/operationalised.  
Interpretivists would argue this causes invalid data to be used: the Government are not a neutral source as the 
information they share with the public can impact on their re-election chances.

AO2 – 4 out of 4 marks   AO3 – 6 out of 6 marks

Total = 10 out of 10 marks  
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Question 4 Using source B and your wider sociological knowledge assess the usefulness of  
ethnographic research methods for investigating young people in poor neighbourhoods.                  [25] 

Low band – Sample answer
Ethnographic research is when a sociologist joins in with the life of a sample group that they meet.

For example, sociologists try to join the lives of groups that are sometimes neglected/overlooked in society.  This could 
be the homeless, the criminal or the “underclass”, as in the case of MacDonald and Marsh.  They chose to test out the idea 
of Murray that people out of work have a culture of dependency on benefits such as Job Seeker’s Allowance.  

Ethnographic research involves hanging around a sample in their everyday lives.   The researcher observes what goes on, 
makes records of what they have seen and tries to interview the sample when opportunities emerge.  This was true for 
MacDonald and Marsh: “she also talked to people on the street”.  They obtained lots of qualitative data which has more 
depth and detail than other methods such as postal questionnaires.  This makes the study more valid.

Other researchers use ethnographic studies too.  However, it is sometimes hard for researchers to join in with a group for 
ethnographic research.  This is because you need to be able to “fit in” with the group you are studying.  MacDonald and 
Marsh would have to fit in with the Selby group by using language they understood and not be dressed in a way that 
made them stand out and look different.  

Sometimes observation studies lead to the Hawthorne effect.  This is when a sample changes their normal behaviour 
because they know they are being observed.  This is true when Ofsted inspect schools: schools put on a good show for 
when Ofsted are at the school.  This can be solved by carrying out covert observation studies but this would then be 
unethical: it’s immoral to not let a sample know that they are being studied. 

Sample sizes of ethnographic studies tend to be small.  But to be fair to MacDonald and Marsh, source B states that they 
obtained data from 40 interviews with professionals and 88 young people.  This is a large sample size for an ethnography, 
especially compared to other studies that used much smaller samples eg: Paul Willis’ work, Learning to Labour focused 
on 12 “lads”.  Positivists would generally say that ethnographic studies make use of samples that are too small for good 
research to take place.  Having said this, although the size of the sample is good, the sample only comes from one area: 
East Kelby in Teeside, north-east England.

Ethnographic studies are unreliable because they are hard to repeat by other researchers.  Positivists would say that this is 
an important weakness about ethnographic studies.  

To be fair to MacDonald and Marsh, they do seem to complete the aims of their study.  They gained enough evidence from 
all of their data collection to reject the underclass idea of Murray.  They seem to make a more Marxist conclusion when they 
say: “young people need opportunities for well-paid and secure jobs if they are to escape from poverty and social exclusion”.  
Social exclusion refers to a feeling of being excluded from society: a feeling that you do not belong in society.

To conclude, MacDonald and Marsh have carried out a good study that meets their aims but Positivists would prefer a 
quantitative approach.

AO1 – 3 out of 5 marks   AO2 – 3 out of 5  marks   AO3 – 9 out of 15 marks

Total = 15 out of 25 marks
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High band – Sample answer
Ethnographic research methods refers to in-depth studies in which the researcher immerses themselves into the 
everyday lives of a group.  It tends to be focused on qualitative data collection using observations and in-depth 
interviews.

From source B, MacDonald and Marsh used such an ethnographic method which allowed them to obtain in depth data 
from a range of sources.  This is beneficial when the sample are “asked about their lives” as it allows them to express 
themselves in their own words, improving validity.  This has more usefulness than asking closed questions in less probing 
questionnaires.  The topic that MacDonald and Marsh are focused on is a sensitive one.  The sample may feel that the 
researchers are judging them in their position as “lazy” or “welfare cheats” perhaps due to certain media portrayals of 
people out of work (eg Channel 4, ‘Benefit Street’).  As a result, the researcher would benefit from studying the sample 
“from within” in order to create a successful rapport with the sample.  This is then more likely to result in honest data 
being collected that has a degree of respondent validation (approval from the sample that the data collected is accurate).  
The findings described in the source (eg views that two parents are the “best way to bring up children”) suggest that 
MacDonald and Marsh were successful in their aim of engaging in a meaningful way with their sample.

Other classic studies also use ethnography to investigate young people in poor neighbourhoods for similar reasons: Paul 
Willis on the “lads” and Mac and Ghaill on masculinity.  It’s interesting to note that many of these studies use an element 
of longitudinal study: the researcher returns back to the sample over time.  Ethnographic research allows this as the 
researcher builds a strong contact with their sample group.  Interpretivists see all these strengths as the way research 
should be done: they may lead to true empathy (or verstehen) being created between researcher and sample.

However, not all researchers would agree that ethnographic methods are the best choice when investigating young 
people in poor neighbourhoods.  Firstly, they are not usually studies that are representative and cannot be generalised 
from.  This is because the methods involved take so much time that a small, case study is used.  For example, MacDonald 
and Marsh focused on one area: this may have been a unique sample.  We don’t know if what the sample said and did are 
particularly unusual based on the possible religion, history, social policy unique to the area of Selby. 

Murray would be relevant to this sampling point: his research on the underclass that the source refers to makes use of 
large scale, representative data sets concerning single parent rates, unemployment and criminal offences.  Murray uses 
a far more Positivist approach to the same topic in this way.  He would criticise ethnography for being unrepresentative 
and subjective, making it less scientific as evidence.

Ethnographic studies also have a potential weakness of the researcher “going native”.  This is when the researcher loses 
their objectivity and is now too friendly/connected to the sample in order to make evidence based conclusions.  This is 
most likely to occur in participant observations, when the researcher “joins in” as an active participant of the group being 
studied.  For example, the findings of MacDonald and Marsh describes the sample as willing to work and in favour of 
traditional family values.  It could be that the researchers became friends with the sample, and therefore, would not want 
to present them in a negative light. 

However, MacDonald and Marsh may respond to this challenge by referring to reflexivity: this is the idea that all research 
is biased but that the researcher can still be a scientific researcher if they are aware of their bias and seek to minimise its 
effects on the research eg avoiding leading questions.

Commentary
There is some good understanding of ethnographic research.  
Some reference is made to Positivist theory.  It is a clear and 
accurate answer with a good line of reasoning.  There is good 
use of the source.  In terms of AO2, application there is some 
reference to the source but not consistently throughout.  A range 
of evaluation points are made (A03), some well-developed (for 
example it is hard for researchers to ‘join in’ with the sample).  
Other evaluation points are less well developed, for example on 
reliability.  

How the answer could be 
improved
The point on reliability is very brief, this needed to be expanded 
to consider why the method is hard to repeat, for example it 
depends on personal skills/characteristics of the researcher.  The 
answer needed less time spent on describing the findings of the 
study in the source and should have focused more on evaluation 
skills, AO3.  No credit is given for simply copying out the text 
in the source again.  This response is theoretically weak. When 
Positivism is used, refer also to Interpretivist views on methods in 
order to create a balanced and more detailed response.  
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A last criticism of ethnography is that they are hard for other researchers to repeat in order to check findings.  This 
is because the relationship and rapport with the sample over what is a very unstructured method is hard for others 
to repeat.  Positivists would argue this is hard to repeat in the same way as it is heavily dependent on personal 
characteristics of the researcher.

To conclude, ethnographic methods have strengths in validity.  MacDonald and Marsh seem to have found a very useful 
qualitative alternative to Murray’s evidence on the underclass, perhaps making best use of ethnography to give a voice 
to a marginalised group.  However, issues of representativeness, going native and unreliability can limit the usefulness of 
ethnography methods for the topic: Selby may have been untypical. 

AO1 – 5 out of 5 marks   AO2 – 5 out of 5 marks   AO3 – 13 out of 15 marks

Total = 23 out of 25 marks  

Commentary
A range of points are given concerning nature, purpose and use 
of ethnographic methods.  There is a range of knowledge and 
understanding of methodological issues which are all explicitly 
applied and related to the question.  The references made to 
Interpretivism and Positivism are relevant and logical.  There is 
sustained evaluation, thorough use of key concepts: validity, 
reliability, representativeness and generalisability.  The answer is 
well contextualised, with constant references made to the source 
throughout.  Wider methodological issues are raised through 
discussing other studies (Will, Murray) but these are explicitly 
linked to the specific question and methodological issues being 
discussed. This is a very well balanced response.

How the answer could be 
improved
There could be more substantial comparisons to alternative 
methods.  For example there is only a brief mention of  ‘less probing 
questionnaires’  but this could have been developed a little.  
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Question 5 Outline ways that poverty may impact upon a person’s life chances   [20]

Low band – Sample answer
Poverty refers to when a group or a person lacks something that others take for granted.  It may mean they are deprived 
in society.

Poverty means people have less money to spend on expensive leisure activities and consumer goods.  This can lead to 
a low sense of self-esteem as post-modern ideas from Pakulski and Waters suggest that people now define their identity 
by what they buy.  This means that people who can’t afford to buy designer label clothes and top level technology 
suffer in comparison to people that can buy these things.  For example, source B shows that the sample interviewed 
by MacDonald and Marsh wanted to escape poverty and social exclusion but lacked opportunities in their local area in 
order to do so.

Poverty impacts on someone’s health.  People from lower income levels are more likely to be ill and more likely to die 
early than people from higher incomes.  This is because the poor cannot afford private health care and instead rely on 
the National Health Service which has longer waiting lists for operations to treat cancer and heart disease.

Poorer households are more likely to be victims of crime than well off households.  When someone from a deprived 
postcode enters their postcode into the Police website, they find that is a high rate of crime in their local area, especially 
car crime.  This then means that people with cars in lower income areas have to pay more money on their car insurance 
policies.  

Poverty can harm someone’s chances of education.  For example, tuition fees have been increased to £9,000 a year and 
Educational Maintenance Allowance was cut for lower income students that stayed on to study after school.  There is 
some evidence that the poorer households are less likely to apply for university and if they do, they tend to pick their 
more local universities in order to remain at home with their parents and therefore save money on rent.

AO1 – 7 out of 12 marks   AO2 – 5 out of 8 marks

Total = 12 out of 20 marks 

Commentary
A very good first point on consumption: relevant theory is linked 
to Post-Modern ideas and it is good to use source B as a study 
that connects. A good range of different topics are covered: 
consumption, health, crime, debt, and education - altogether a 
wide ranging answer. However, this lacks the depth needed for 
level 4 in the mark scheme.  The answer is generally clear and 
accurate with a good structure: different paragraphs for different 
topics and a good line of reasoning.  In terms of AO2, all the 
points in the answer are relevant to the question but could be 
added to with more detailed relevant evidence.

How the answer could be 
improved
The answer could start with a more thorough definition of 
‘poverty’ (distinction between absolute and relative poverty for 
example).  The answer needs some specific statistics, for example 
‘more likely to die early’ - how much more likely? How early?  
Give detail of actual figures to boost marks.  Studies of the effects 
of poverty on life chances would boost marks, for example the 
debt of university putting lower income students off Higher 
Education: (Machin 2003), Connor and Dewson (2001) or a 
suitable alternative.
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High band – Sample answer
Poverty can be defined as absolute poverty (lacking the basis essentials of life that are needed to survive) or relative 
poverty (lacking what is seen as an accepted average/norm in society).  Life chances refers to the opportunity an 
individual has to improve their position or enjoyment in life.  Poverty can impact on life chances in many ways.

For example, poverty has an impact on the chances of educational success.  There have been a number of studies that 
connect poverty to low educational performance (Halsey et al, Hutchings, Smith and Noble).  In 2013, 41% of pupils on 
FSM (Free School Meals) obtained 5 A*-C grades at GCSE including English and Maths, 27% lower than pupils from non-
FSA backgrounds.  Poverty can hinder how long a young person stays in education.  For example, places at university are 
heavily dominated by students from higher income backgrounds.

Poverty has a significant impact on health.  Poor households are linked to unhealthier diets and poor quality housing 
which has an impact on health and life expectancy.  Men in social class V are twice as likely to die before men in social 
class I.  The documentary “Poor Kids” (Channel 4) illustrated how the damp conditions in low income housing could make 
children unwell.  Bottero (2005) supports this point and adds that children in poor areas are closer to dangerous levels 
of traffic on busy roads, having an increased chance of injury and death.  Lower income groups can’t afford the private 
health care that richer households may make use of in order to reduce waiting times for operations etc.

People in poverty tend to take up employment in the lower positions of the job market, where the chances of low pay 
and unemployment are much higher.  Source A shows how nearly half of Bangladeshi employees earn less than £7 an 
hour. 

Poverty can lead to a social situation of marginalisation and exclusion.  This refers to a feeling of being isolated, left out 
from mainstream society.  Murray would argue that this becomes an underclass (as described in source B).  Wilkinson 
(1996) describes how greater inequality leads to a distinct “poor” group that are in need of supportive social policies to 
regain social cohesion.

Poverty can link to political marginalisation which then harms life chances of political influence (what Weber referred 
to as “Party”).  Owen Jones (2015, The Establishment) would argue that the poor are neglected in the current political 
system so that reforms and social policies that might support them are not on the political agenda.  Jones connects 
this to what he sees as a stigmatisation of the poor in the media, through programmes such as “Benefit Street” and 
“Shameless” on Channel 4.  This can lead to a labelling of the poor as “lazy” and “welfare scroungers”.  

Poverty has a significant impact on leisure habits.  Not being able to afford holidays abroad, educational visits and 
saving for a good retirement hinder the poor’s ability to gain what Bourdieu would refer to as cultural and social capital.   
Cultural capital refers to a knowledge and appreciation of the “finer” things in life such as art, history, music, plays.  Social 
capital refers to having connections with other people in positions of power or importance.

AO1 – 12 out of 12 marks   AO2 – 8 out of 8 marks

Total = 20 out of 20 marks

Commentary
This is a wide ranging and detailed response.  Excellent level 
of detail included for example Free School Meals data.  Terms 
are well defined and the start and the answer’s use of studies 
and concepts is excellent.  Logical structure with different life 
chances covered in different paragraphs.  A well-developed line 
of reasoning with evidence that is relevant to the question and 
substantiated with key facts and sociologists.  For AO2 there is 
excellent ability to apply knowledge to the question set with 
explicit and consistent reference made to “life chances”.
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Question 6 ‘Women continue to be unequal to men because we still live in a patriarchal society’.   
Discuss.   [40]

Low band – Sample answer
Feminists would argue that women continue to be unequal to men because we still live in a patriarchal society.  

Evidence of gender inequality exists in many forms.  There is a wage gap between men and women.  So much so that 
full time women earn about 83-85% of a full time man’s wage.  One reason for this is because women dominate jobs 
in the less well paid, secondary sector.  This can be illustrated by the “five C’s”: catering, cleaning, caring, cashiering and 
clerical work.  This is known as horizontal segregation: men and women being divided by the type of work they obtain.  
In Birmingham, dinner ladies won a specific case in law that stated they have been underpaid by the council for many 
years, when compared to a similar level of work that men had dominated such as refuse collectors.  Feminists would 
argue that this workplace segregation is linked to education where traditional subject choice still remains.  There is also 
gender inequality when we measure who are the wealthiest people in the UK today.  Recent measurements of this by 
the Sunday Times Rich List estimated that women make up only around 7-8% of the richest people living in the UK today.  
These include J.K Rowling, the author of the Harry Potter series of books.

Walby argues that patriarchy exists in many forms that are inter-connected in society.  For example, patriarchy in the 
family (that confines women to a housewife stereotype) is influenced by stereotypes in the mass media.  Duncombe 
and Marsden refer to the unfair situation of women in many families as the “triple shift”.  This makes women too busy to 
advance their own careers in life and makes them dependent on a breadwinning husband/male partner.

Oakley argues that gender inequality is transmitted to children via primary socialisation.  She referred to four ways in 
which gender role socialisation occurred.  These were manipulation, when parents reward what is seen as “normal” for 
girls and boys, whereas parents punish/sanction behaviour seen as deviant.  So a girl that would rather play “soldiers” 
than “nurse” is steered into the conventional direction.  Other modes of gender socialisation are canalisation (providing 
boys and girls with toys that channel their interests), verbal appellations (labels/terms used for girls such as “daddys’ little 
princess”) and different activities.  

Functionalists  argue that we live in a meritocratic society in which all people are assessed and judged equally based on 
their talent and hard work.  Education is working hard to encourage girls to apply for courses and careers that are against 
the gender norm.  For example W.I.S.E is a scheme aimed at encouraging girls to pick careers in science and engineering.  
This occurs through advertisements of jobs directly to girls (eg: focus on all girl schools) and asking for women who work 
in those careers to act as role models to visit schools and give career information.

Debra Roker’s study interviewed girls that attended a private school and found that they had very high career aspirations 
in sectors of work that are traditionally seen as patriarchal in their male dominance.  This included jobs such as working in 
medicine and working as a lawyer

In conclusion, there is a lot of evidence that patriarchy still exists but many researchers suggest the level of patriarchy in 
our society is changing.  

AO1 – 12 out of 16 marks   AO2 – 5 out of 8 marks   AO3 – 8 out of 16 marks

Total = 25 out of 40 marks
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Commentary
This is a good answer with some good understanding of relevant 
theory and concepts.  There is very good use of relevant statistics 
describing gender inequality in the second paragraph. However, 
there is not enough development / detail for the top band; for 
example, both Walby and Duncombe & Marsden could have 
been further explained. There are clear and accurate but some 
superficial points, for example the J.K Rowling sentence does 
not really add anything.  It is a well-structured answer with clear 
sections and a good line of reasoning.  For AO2 all points are 
relevant to gender inequality.  The Oakley section could be linked 
to the question in more depth: how do the different types of 
gender role socialisation lead to maintained patriarchy exactly?  
AO3 is the weaker skill as this response only evaluates through 
juxtaposition; there is no clear and direct questioning of the view 
in the question. There is a conclusion, but it is summative rather 
than evaluative.

How the answer could be 
improved
The improvement needed is further detail on the range of 
feminism(s).  Feminism is referred to but not how liberals, 
radicals, Marxist and Black feminisms may have competing 
explanations regarding gender inequality.  The second paragraph 
is a long description of evidence of gender inequality: while 
this might score well for AO1 (knowledge and understanding), 
the content of this would be better linked to theoretical points 
from feminism, for example use the wage gap and workplace 
inequality evidence to praise the Marxist feminist theory of 
reserve army of labour.  The paragraph on Oakley is accurate but 
perhaps too long: it has depth, but has meant the student has 
less time to offer range of other ideas/theorists/studies needed 
for the higher levels on the mark scheme.   In terms of AO3, the 
candidate needs to make direct evaluative points against the 
view in the question which can then be developed by linking to 
other theoretical traditions or studies.

High band – Sample answer
Patriarchy refers to male dominance in society.  The view that this is the cause of gender inequality (such as the wage 
gap, glass ceiling and horizontal segregation) is the view of feminist thinkers.

Liberal feminists would agree that patriarchal assumptions that women should be the carers in a family lead to women 
being unequal in the workplace and in wealth creation.  Oakley argues how the idea of the housewife is a social 
construction created by a male dominated culture in order to give men the higher status positions as breadwinners in 
society.  Freidan would support such a view, describing the housewife stereotype as unfulfilling and alienating for women.

Liberal feminists see social policies as the way to achieve gender equality.  Many of their ideas regarding paternity leave 
and anti-discrimination legislation for the workplace have led to some movement towards gender equality.  However, 
radical feminists would disagree that this will create an equal society, free of patriarchy.  Radical thinkers such as Firestone, 
Millet and Dworkin would argue that changes in social policy do not change the norms and values of a patriarchal 
culture enough.  More radical reform is needed in order to oppose patriarchy such as freeing women from the role of 
pregnancy and banning all forms of sexual objectification of women in the media.

Marxists Feminists would agree that women are still unequal with men due to patriarchy but that this is not the only 
cause.  Researchers such as Hartmann refer to a dual systems approach in which patriarchy works with capitalism to 
create gender inequality.  Marxist feminists such as Ansley and Rowbotham argue that it suits the interests of capitalism 
to keep women in a subordinate housewife role.  This is because the housewife provides unpaid care for both the current 
and future generation of proletariat workers.  They create a family home in which the oppressed and exploited worker 
can return to each day, diminishing his urge for class revolution (Zaretsky).  Marxists feminists also describe how the 
capitalist economy benefits from women as a reserve army of labour, filling the gaps of the economy when capitalism is 
in a “boom”, but being made unemployed in times of “bust”.   

Black feminist thinkers such as Hill-Collins and Pheonix would argue that the previous three types of feminist 
explanations are ethnocentric: they do not acknowledge how the experience of patriarchy varies depending on the 
ethnicity of a woman.  For example, they might argue that British Afro-Caribbean women are unequal to men, not 
because of patriarchy but because of racism in the culture and institutions of society.

There are many thinkers who oppose feminism and argue that we no longer live in a patriarchal society.  Hakim would 
argue that this is one of many “feminist myths” and claims that social reforms such as employment laws, access to 
contraception and childcare support have freed women from the patriarchy of the past.  For Hakim, women now have 
the level of agency (freewill, the power to make their own decisions) to make patriarchy redundant.  She explains that 
any evidence of a glass ceiling or wage gaps is due to the choices that women make: they choose to prioritise family 
life over career development.  In recent times, Hakim has made an argument that in the modern workplace, women 
are actually more advantaged than men in making use of their “erotic capital” in using their charm, charisma and sexual 
attractiveness.  This is in order to progress in work designed around these characteristics (movies, modelling) but also in 
everyday work situations (working in teams, in sales, interview situations etc).  
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Many feminists have reacted to Hakim with some degree of outrage arguing that the social reforms to create more 
equality have not changed things far enough.  For example, although paternity leave now exists, some statistics show 
that less than half of all new dads actually take this.  In addition, her references to erotic capital for women, seen to be a 
return to judging women in work based on their appearance and sexuality.  Adkins carried out research into how women 
in the workplace have to use their bodies as sex objects to work in certain roles (eg Hooters restaurants) and Stanko finds 
evidence of women in work having to put up with unwelcome flirtations from male colleagues.

Functionalist ideas would challenge feminist thinkers as they would see it as more functional for men and women to 
specialise in different gender roles.  Parsons described how women were best at performing the expressive role in the 
family: the caring and homemaking, whereas men are more suited to the breadwinning role.  For Parsons, this was an 
efficient specialisation of gender roles that are an extension of the biological differences between men and women.  For 
feminists, this view reflects the in-built patriarchy of how gender roles have been seen for many years.

Some writers argue that feminist attacks on patriarchy have gone too far, for example the disadvantages experienced by 
men and boys are in need of addressing including underachievement in schools, poorer health and higher suicide rates.  
However, Furedi see this as a male “backlash” against many of the gains of feminism, aimed at stopping moves to full 
gender equality

To conclude, the evidence of gender inequality it still so pervasive that we should argue that patriarchy still exists.  The 
evidence of the wage gap, the low percentage of women in the rich list, the clear examples of workplace segregation still 
occur so that Hakim and Functionalist ideas still need feminist critique.   

AO1 – 14 out of 16 marks   AO2 – 8 out of 8 marks   AO3 – 15 out of 16 marks

Total = 37 out of 40 marks

Commentary
Knowledge and understanding is demonstrated from a range 
of material in some depth; 16 key names are used (although 
some in more depth than others, for example the answer is more 
in-depth on Hakim, it is good to see an update on controversial 
erotic capital idea).  There is clear understanding of concepts 
and theory.  It is very well structured and there is a logical flow 
of argument.  Relevant points are made with suitable evidence 
to support these.  Material is explicitly and consistently related 
to the question.  In terms of AO3 analysis and evaluation, the 
answer does have a reflective tone, for example it allows a 
feminist response to Hakim.  There is sustained and explicit 
evaluation throughout and an evaluative conclusion.

How the answer could be 
improved
There could be Post-modern ideas included with the Black 
Feminism paragraph.  Analysis of patriarchy is more complex 
when we think of the variety of groups of women based on 
how it intersects with age, ethnicity, nationality, disability and 
class.  Evidence of gender inequality could contain full detail, for 
example what is the wage gap?  What exact percentage of the 
Sunday Times Rich List are women?  Mention could be made to 
methodological criticisms of evidence, for example Oakley and 
the use of small samples.  
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